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Exploring dissipation in solar wind turbulence 
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Most of the visible universe 
exists in a highly ionised plasma 
state.  
 
Plasma processes are at work 
everywhere, from radio galaxy 
jets and supernova explosions  
to solar flares and planetary 
magnetospheres. 
 
Most of the irreversible 
dissipation of electromagnetic 
energy in turbulent plasmas 
occurs at kinetic scales - ion and 
electron gyroradii and inertial 
length scales. 

Turbulence - One of the fundamental and universal plasma processes 



Large scales 

Small scales 

Turbulent cascade 

Matthaeus, W. H., & Goldstein, M. L., 1982 Sahraoui, F., et. al., 2009 

Kinetic scales 
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How is electromagnetic 
energy dissipated in solar 
wind turbulence at kinetic 
scales? 
 
Distinguish the relative 
importance of two processes: 
 
• Kinetic damping through 
wave-particle interactions 
over large plasma volumes 
and operating over long time 
scales. 
• Dissipation by coherent 
structures localized in space 
and time. 

A. Greco et. al, 2008 

Key science question: 



Mission summary 
 
Spacecraft: 
Sunpointing (heritage Freja, 
FAST, CRESS, RBSP), slow 
spinner 2 rpm. 
Payload mass 26 kg, total 
dry mass 178 kg, total wet 
mass 229 kg. 
 
Orbit: 
∼2,000 km × ∼25 RE, low 
inclination, orbital period 
∼3 days. Piggy-back payload 
into GTO orbit. 
 
Operational lifetime: 2 years 
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Key region – solar wind (developed turbulence). Other interesting regions are foreshock and magnetosheath (freshly generated turbulence)2 full solar wind seasons.Tail season in between, secondary science – turbulence and kinetic-scale structures in the magnetotail.



Science instrumentation 
 
 
High sensitivity/resolution E & B, 
Supporting plasma measurements  
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High-sensitivity measurements of electromagnetic field  

Magnetic field sensitivity Electric field sensitivity 

Strong requirements on EM cleanness!  
SNR 

Cluster 
statistics 

Not sufficient number 
of events with SNR>10 
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Better sensitivity SCM. Cluster is best, we need better. Only the strongest events on Cluster have sufficient SNR, most events are weak. Cluster does not spend much time in the SW. MMS will not help, smaller SC.Better sensitivity for E. THEMIS has best sensitivity (better than Cluster), but only one component of E and interference from the SC. MMS axial probe will not help.



Operations : high resolution fields data with selective data downlink 

No real-time operations. 
Autonomous spacecraft sun-pointing. 
Orbit determination using GPS during 
perigee passes. 
 
Low-latitude stations, one ground station 
contact per orbit. Contact duration >3.1 
h. S-band uplink/downlink, 11-13 m S-
band antenna. 
 
Payload operational above 64,000 km 
distance. 
 
Science data telemetry: 1 Gbit/orbit,  
125 Gbit/year. 

Survey data downloaded from the whole 
period.  
 
Normal and Burst data downloaded from 
short intervals, together ∼2h per orbit, 
selected after-the-fact by the Scientist in 
the Loop. 
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There is a wide and strong community of Chinese space 
scientists that are working in the scientific area covered by Tor.  
 
The possibilities for collaboration may be at all levels of the 
missions: instruments, spacecraft platform, operational 
support, launch.  
 
Such a mission could contribute to further strengthening and 

developing space plasma community in China. 

双星 
Double Star mission 
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Tor scientific results will lead to 
groundbreaking detailed 
quantitative studies of kinetic 
scale dissipation processes that 
will shed light on this fundamental 
yet poorly understood problem of 
Plasma Turbulence. 

The solar wind is the best 
environment in the near-Earth 
space where turbulence at 
kinetic scales can be studied 
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